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As mobile devices are gradually converging into Individual
Information Centres, mobile learning becomes a viable learning
channel that would fit the living style of today. IJMLO is a
refereed, multidisciplinary journal for bridging the latest
advances in mobile learning and organisation. It provides a
global forum for presenting authoritative references,
academically rigorous research and case studies. The journal
publishes well-written and academically validated
manuscripts in both theoretical development and applied
research.
Topics covered include:
• Globalisation of mobile learning, mobile life
• Lifelong learning, changing demographics,
m-based Chinese learning
• Ubiquitous/pervasive learning, assessment,
authentication, trust, security
• Asynchronous/asynchronous mlearning/coaching/training
• Collaborative GDSS, virtual workplace
collaboration, virtual
communities/universities
• Pedagogy/design methodology, time
modularisation/management
• Decomposability/modular design of course
contents
• Learning management/content management
systems, m-learning efficacy/effect
• Learning/knowledge
creation/strategy/methodologies, emerging
technologies
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• Value-based m-learning in commerce,
integrated m-marketing communication
• Managing sustainable change/learning,
innovative case studies
• Tools for mobile educational
presentation/delivery, mobile tools for field
study
• Corporate universities, new
approaches/models to m-learning content
diffusion
• Technologies/standards for developing
tools, creating learning communities
• Ethical/copyright/cross-culture issues,
problems/challenges
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